
Finding CCVS at 16 – 18 Arbury Court, Cambridge CB4 2JQ 

 

Shopping Area Car Park. From Arbury 

Road turn into Mansel Way and then left 

(which is a continuation of Alex Wood 

Road). 

CCVS is in the bottom 

left hand corner of 

shopping court. 

By Bus: 

There are two options by bus. 

1) The guided bus B route leaves stand 12 in Drummer Street (every 15 minutes). It also picks 

up from Short Street and at Shire Hall. Get off the bus at Orchard Park West. Cross the main 

carriageway and head down Arbury Road for about a quarter of a mile (Aprox 12 minute 

walk). Just past Mansel Way turn right into the pedestrian entrance of Arbury Court shopping 

centre (Budgen store is on left). CCVS is in the bottom left hand corner. 

2) The C1 leaves from outside Barclays Bank on St Andrew’s Street (every 10 minutes). 

There are several bus stops on the route. The bus will come up Gilbert road, then Carlton 

Way/Mere Way before turning right onto Arbury Road, The bus stop is just round the corner. 

Continue walking down Arbury Road in the same direction as bus before crossing at Campkin 

Road/Mere Way crossing. The pedestrian entrance to Arbury Court shopping centre is a few 

yards further on. Look out for library and the Budgen store. CCVS is in the bottom left hand 

corner. 

* The guided bus provides the quickest travel time. 

By Road: 

Come off the A14 at the Histon or Milton roundabouts and head for Kings Hedges Road. The first left 

slip road. 

At the second set of lights take the right slip lane and turn left onto Arbury Road. Straight over the 

immediate lights and continue for a quarter of a mile, crossing 1 mini roundabout. Take care as the 

speed limit is 20 miles per hour and bikes and pedestrians have right of way. At the lights turn right 

onto Mansel Way then left at the mini roundabout next to the Church. Turn left into the public carpark. 

The post code for the church is CB4 2ET (Good Shepard Church, Mansel Way) and is the best 

postcode for satnavs. 

Arbury Court is to the right of the car park as you entered it (under the flats). 

Additional parking can be found on Campkin Road. 
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